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Perception – Landscape 
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EU Landscape Convention: 
landscape “as a zone or area as perceived by local people 

or visitors” (ELC art. 1, para. 38). 



importance of the visual sense
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“We use all our senses to analyse our 
surroundings, particularly sight, which 
fulfils 87 per cent of our sensory 
perception.” (Bell, 2012, p.16; p.40)



Human/landscape 
interaction model 
(Tress & Tress, 2001; 
p.151) 

The challenge: 
Seeing and cognitive processing of what was seen can not be separated
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„… the image of a given reality may vary significantly
between different observers.“

„Each individual creates and bears his own image, 
but there seems to be substantial agreement among

members of the same group.“

 „Group Images“ „the Public Image“

= „… common mental pictures carried by large 
numbers of a city‘s inhabitants.“

1960: Urban Planner Kevin Lynch (The Image of The City)



Classification of approaches for assessing 
public perception of the environment
(Zube, 1986).

theory and practice

Participant photography
(Collier, 1967)

Ratings acquired from photographs (Shafer & Richards, 1974)

Ratings acquired from (online) photographs (Roth, 2012)



Visualization of georeferenced Flickr (red) and Twitter (blue) data 
for Europe.

Eric Fischer, 2011.



Taking photos and sharing them online:

A sequence of cognitive abstraction 
and filtering processes

1: Select interesting 
subjects
[Visual interestingness]

2: Sharing some 
photos online
[Relevance]

3: Tag and describe some 
good ones; tag only what 
is remembered/important
[Memory/Generalization]



Finding patterns 

across groups or subgroups of people
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pattern



Flickr photo data:
Time (of photo taking/Upload time) 

Location (Geotag)

Attributes (Tags)

User information (origin etc.)

Views (Interestingness for others)

Temporal patterns

Spatial patterns

Attribute patterns

User Group patterns
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Shared Mind Maps?



Thank You.
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